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Dateline Mexico

by Josefina Menendez

Labor puts the IMF in check

ticipate," declared Perez Stuart. Days

later, Siles Zuazo called on the presi

Labor wage increase demands are called "an ace" in

dents of the Andean Pact countries to

government efforts to resist IMF austerity.
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negotiate their countries' debt.

Beyond the Nov. 1 general strike
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1910 revolution as the day when na
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could make a decisive anti-IMF move.
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that
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cent increase in the minimum salary
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cree got Senate approval Oct. 20.

Velasquez for a general strike Nov. 1
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tionalist forces around Lopez Portillo

ral of payments of principal on its $80
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country's creditors in late August.

strengthen LOpez Portillo's hand to

if an IMF agreement has not been
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that Mexico pay up.
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Portillo giving "surprises" such as the
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as a precondition for a $4.0 billion

banks, now haunt monetarist circles

then, is set for a possible fullfledged
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fighting

mood
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Valasquez's powerful CTM labor

make further dramatic anti-austerity

ent unions are now demanding a 50

tial chair Dec. 1. Images of Lopez
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Sept. 1 nationalization of the private

Some of these bankers are saying that

signed by that time, they will demand

However, with no credits coming

try will be unable to pay. The stage,

dollars financial package now being
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administration.
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deplored here by proponents of a deal
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sounding the alarm. Mexico seems to
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Velasquez's call for a general strike is

negotiated with the Lopez Portillo
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with moves by other Thero-American
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government was telling the IMF that

foreign debt.
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because of the pressure of the labor
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made clear that he will ensure Mexi

Fidel launched the strike threat, the
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countries to jointly renegotiate their
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eignty in any negotiations, be they with
At a meeting with businessmen in

Timed with Velasquez's strike
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accord with the IMF and instead look
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